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ABSTRACT. The adaptation mechanisms of animal and plant organisms to the temperature are
considered. The polyamines, heat-shock proteins and their synthesizing genes actively participate in it,
by means of which as a result of their aggregation the endurance of living organisms against the
temperature is formed, which prevents the damage of the proteins in the nucleus and other organelles of
the cell. The adaptation to high or low temperatures promotes normal functioning of the peripheral and
central nervous systems. In connection with this problem, we studied the thermo-stabilizing proteins of
rats brain and found that this is neorolectin pH3(40), the content of which was measured in the rat brain
cerebral cortex, as well as  its dependence on the temperature to which the animals were exposed to
outdoors during 1 year. In May, the specific activity of neurolectin pH3(40) in the cerebral cortex was 4
units, whereas in December, it increased more than 37-times. The perspective of therapeutic use of heat-
shock proteins in the treatment of malignant tumors is also considered. © 2017 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad.
Sci.
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The adaptability of the living organisms to the

temperature still remains one of the actual problems

in social neurology. It is known that the psycho-emo-

tional condition and behavioral reactions of humans

are fundamentally changing depending on the tem-

perature. For example, under the conditions of high

temperature the aggressive behavior of humans sig-

nificantly changes, and the number of murder and

suicide cases increases [1-3]. Due to it to produce

thermal energy as a result of the formation of adapta-

tion syndrome, the specific thermoregulation mecha-

nisms are formed in humans and plants, among which

the synthesis of heat-shock proteins in stress condi-

tions is of a special interest [4-10].

The maintenance of the temperature at constant

level is crucial for normal functioning of the central

nervous system, in particular the brain. Given the

thermal stability of proteins a question of a high tem-

perature impact on the biological systems arises. One

thing is clear that the proteins of the organisms

adapted to a high temperature lose their functional

activity at a much higher temperature compared to

the proteins of the animals unadapted to the tem-

perature.
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The thermal stability is determined by aminoacid

specific content of the proteins, as well as by the

number of hydrogen and electrostatic bonds, which

rather strengthens the ability of proteins thermal sta-

bility (free energy makes up 20.9-41.8 kJ calculated

per mol). The distribution of hydrophilic and hydro-

phobic groupings is also changeable, which is cru-

cial for the endurance in a high temperature. As a

rule, in the depth of the thermostable protein the hy-

drophobic groupings are more than on its surface,

which provides the high structural organization of

proteins with minimal entropy. The change of several

aminoacids in the protein may significantly alter its

primary structure and accordingly its thermal stabil-

ity. It was experimentally corroborated that polyamines

and heat-shock proteins (chaperones) are actively

involved in the thermal stability of the apparatus syn-

thesizing the protein. Without them, thermal dena-

turation of proteins is observed even at 50oC. In re-

sponse to temperature stress the synthesis of heat-

shock proteins increases (heat-shock protein – hsp),
which strengthens the ability of biochemical adapta-

tion of animals to a high temperature [11].

The study of heat-shock proteins began since

1962, when F. Ritossa reported on chromatin loosen-

ing on the giant chromosomes of Drosophila worms

salivary glands and the formation of “puffs” in the
active areas of the genome during the temperature

increase from 200C to 370C  [12]. As a result, the gene

of heat shock proteins was discovered. The heat-shock

proteins are expressed by the indicator of molecular

mass and kDa.  For example, the heat-shock protein

with molecular mass 70 kDa is marked as kDa70, etc.

Five minutes after the impact of temperature stress,

due to the nucleus reprogramming a messenger RNA

(m-RNA) and as a result of it the biosynthesis of

heat-shock proteins (Drosophila) begins. At molecu-

lar level the similar mechanism was revealed also at

animal tissue level in vitro conditions, when in the

environment only the temperature changed. It was

established that the process begins from the nucleus

(the synthesis of m-RNA), the proteins synthesized

in the cytoplasm are moving into target organelles.

They are concentrated in the nucleolus and save the

cell genome from stress damage. After the tempera-

ture shock removal, the biosynthesis of the typical

proteins characteristic of the organism begins rap-

idly.

There is an opinion that the mitochondria sensi-

tive to the temperature appears to be a primary target

of stress agents. It was experimentally shown that

under the temperature impact on the isolated mito-

chondria a non-dialyzed factor was synthesized,

which at the administration into Drosophila salivary

gland led to the creation of “puff”. Such a reaction
was not noted in the genome without mitochondria.

Hence, it is believed that both the nucleus and the

mitochondria are actively involved in reversible adap-

tive processes to thermal stress [13].

This is of great interest how real is the relation

between the synthesis of heat-shock proteins and

the temperature shock. According to the results ob-

tained in the carried out experiments dealt to this

issue, the following was revealed [14]:

1. Against the background of temperature shock

during the inhibition of protein synthesis, the heat-

shock protein synthesis is inhibited;

2. As a result of preliminary thermal impact the

inductive synthesis of heat-shock proteins en-

hances;

3. As a result of the change in gene structure by

means of mutation, when the biosynthesis of heat-

shock proteins is violated, the ability to adapt to the

temperature is lost;

4. The confirmatory material on a special role of

heat-shock proteins was also obtained on the exam-

ple of fibroblasts in tissue culture;

5. At preliminary addition of proteins, as a re-

sult of temperature shock the cells die. Now there

are the evidences that under the influence of heat-

shock proteins the endurance of plants to the tem-

perature is due to the stabilization of the proteins in

aggregation conditions, when protein damage is

protected.
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In kDa70-ADP complex the proteins are in expand-

ing, inspiralized condition. During the replacement

of ADP by ATP this complex is expanded, and kDa70-

ATP – a stable form of kDa70-ATP is obtained. After
the removal of stress-factor, the reaction is reversible

as a result of ATP destroy by ATFase and kDa70-

ADP is again obtained – an unstable form of heat-
shock protein.

Thus, the resistance to stress shock of different

types in the animal and plant organisms appears to

be the expression of general biological adaptation

and is implemented at the level of genetic apparatus,

which indicates the enhancement of adaptation abil-

ity of the living organisms to the stress of heat-shock

proteins.

On the other hand, during the lasting exposition

of the organism, in conditions of high temperature

the non-reversible organisms are created, which have

new structural-functional features and great repro-

ductive and environmental adaptation ability (the

adaptation delayed in time).

The adaptation of the organisms to a low tempera-

ture is principally unlike the mechanisms having an

adaptation to a high temperature. Unfortunately, such

mechanisms are not yet studied properly, though it is

known that animal behavioral reactions and emotional

mood significantly change at a low temperature.

Unlike those animals which are not characterized

by hibernation, pretty different results were obtained

in conditions of a low temperature. Because of the

adaptation, such animals relatively easily tolerate a

hypothermic condition at the expense of the metabo-

lism activation. It was established that as a result of

the hypothermia of warm-blooded animals a total

number of proteins reduces as compared to normo-

thermic animals, which, on the one hand, is due to

the activation of enzymes breaking down the pro-

teins and, on the other hand, due to the reduction of

their renewal speed [15].

It is believed that a grey fatty tissue in the ani-

mals appears to be as one of the significant sources

of energy, the main purpose of which is the produc-

tion of heat. Out of the generated energy 75% is used

for the thermoregulation, 25% is accumulated in ATP,

which at the critical moment, can be again used for

the thermoregulation.

The fatty tissue is characteristic of only the mam-

malians, including the newborns, which have no other

way for the thermoregulation. The aerobic processes,

the decay of triglycerides intensively take place in

the fatty tissue and are distinguished by a high ac-

tivity of oxidative enzymes. The entire released en-

ergy is used for the thermoregulation. In grey fatty

tissue the transport chain of electrons is shunted

and as a result, the protons move the ATP-synthase

bypass. Because of it, in various compartments of

mitochondria the energy released during protons

movement, is completely dissipated in the form of

heat. In such a case the ATP decays to ADP, 30.5 kJ

heat energy is released, a coordinated action of mus-

cle is inhibited and only the movements of small am-

plitude, i.e. shiver are observed.

The hormones also impact the thermogenesis, in

particular, in conditions of thyroid gland hypothy-

roidism, one of the characteristic symptoms is con-

stant feeling of cold. Under the influence of hormone

– thyroxine, such a reaction remains within the limits
of norm. The evaluation of the ecological position of

these phenomena leads to the conclusion that the

formation of endothermic reaction, as the ecological

adaptation, takes place after the formation of strong

aerobic systems of the energy production.  For the

adaptation to a low temperature quite an original re-

action was revealed in insects, which is performed

by means of enhanced synthesis of the substances

having antifreese feature (Table 1).

Thus, adaptation to high or low temperatures pro-

motes normal functioning of the peripheral and cen-

tral nervous systems and the psycho-emotional con-

dition of organisms. In connection with this problem,

we studied the thermo-stabilizing proteins of rat brain

and found that this is neurolectin with

hemagglutation activity, which was found to be mem-

brane bound in the cerebral cortex and its concentra-
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tion changes depending on the environment tem-

perature. Bearing in mind that extraction of the pro-

tein was carried out at pH3 and at 40 percent satura-

tion with ammonium sulfate, the detected lectin  we

called neirolectin pH3(40). After investigation of some

physico-chemical characteristics of neurolectin, we

measured the content of neurolectin in the rat brain

and its dependence on the temperature, to which the

rats were exposed in outdoors during 1 year. It was

established that endothermic animals - rats, easily

adapt to low temperature, which was seen as in-

creased synthesis of membrane-bound neurolectin

pH3(40). In May, the specific activity of neurolectin

pH3(40) in the cerebral cortex was 4 units, whereas in

December, more than a 37-fold increase was noted

(Fig. 2). We believe that neurolectin pH3(40) is in-

volved in thermoregulation of the brain [16].

The fact discovered by an American immunolo-

gist Pramod Srivastava has arisen special interest

about heat-shock proteins [17]. He reported that one

of the fractions of protein revealed an anti-carcino-

genic ability after processing the mice suffering from

malignant tumor with the extracts of separate frac-

tions. This protein appeared to be heat-shock pro-

teins, which are considered as the vaccines, by means

of which in vivo the stabilization and transport of

polypeptide native structures take place in the form

of non-covalent ensembles. As it turned out later, the

complexes of heat-shock proteins and peptides im-

pact as the antigenes and because of this their rec-

ognition and a complete destruction with antibodies

become easy.

After the discovery of such a fact since 1994

Pramod Srivastava began collaboration with the bio-

technological companies in the city of Lextone for

creation of immu notherapeutic individual

oncophages for treatment of malignant tumors. The

first anti-carcinogenic vaccine was produced and

tested on the example of brain glioblastoma in Russia

in 2008. At the same time the action of the above-said

preparation was studied at 40 carcinogenic centres

of the USA. Based on the results obtained on the

tumor vaccines, Pramod Srivastava reported that in

the nearest future the development of tumor will be

suspended and the full cure of the patients with

oncophages take place.

For today the “individual vaccines” for the treat-
ment of various tumors (fibrosarcoma, hepatoma,

melanoma, lung carcinoma, lymphoma, prostate can-

cer etc.) are already produced. The specification of

technologies of vaccines production and the results

of their large-scale clinical testing in carcinogenic

immunology will probably be known in the nearest

future.

Table. The heat shock proteins (Hsp) are divided into six conservative classes with small Hsp members

Molecular weights
(kDa)

Eukaryotic proteins The function

20-30 kDa Seven members of Hsp
group including Hsp27

Promotes the thermoregulation processes

40 kDa Hsp40 Cofactor of Hsp70

60 kDa Hsp60 Participates in the formation of protein spiral structure after the
posttranslational transport in mitochondria and сhloroplasts

70 kDa HspA, Hsp, Hsp71, Hsp70,
Hsp72

Provides the thermal stability of the cell in the conditions of
protein stress, contradicts to protein spiralization in the
mitochondria after the posttranslational transport

90 kDa HspC, Hsp group, including
Hsp90

Provides the stability of steroid receptors and transcriptional
factor

100 kDa Hsp104, Hsp110 Provides the tolerance of proteins to stress temperature
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bioqimia

Termuli Sokis cilebi da maTi roli cocxali
organizmebis garemo temperaturisadmi adaptaciis
meqanizmebSi

n. aleqsiZe

akademiis wevri, ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti, Tbilisi,
saqarTvelo

ganxilulia cxoveluri da mcenareuli organizmebis temperaturisadmi adaptaciuri
meqanizmebi, raSic aqtiurad monawileoben poliaminebi, Termuli Sokis cilebi da maTi
masinTezirebeli genebi, romelTa meSveobiT, agregaciis Sedegad, formirdeba cocxali
organizmebis temperaturisadmi gamZleoba, riTac aicileba birTvsa da ujredis
organelebSi cilebis dazianeba. Tavis tvinSi gamovlenilia neiroleqtini pH3(40), romelic
ganixileba, rogorc Tavis tvinis Termoregulaciis erT-erTi neirospecifikuri cila.
ganxilulia agreTve Termuli Sokis cilebis avTvisebiani simsivneebis samkurnalod
gamoyenebis perspeqtiva.
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